USS Artemis - NCC 83093
Mission Transcript
Stardate 10001.28

Host CO_Bryant says:
While answering a Romulan distress call the Artemis suffered from the sabotage of a Romulan spy and now lays helpless in the clutches of the fiendish cloud, nothing to save her but her crews innovation as she floats decrepit and powerless through space slowly losing hull integrity

Host AGMSergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Fiendish Cloud, Part 2>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Sits in the center chair dreaming of all the things that he's going to do to certain Romulans when he catches them::::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::at his station on the bridge....still having no luck with COMM::
XO_Senn says:
::looks again at the shuttle's pilot and uses the shuttle's comm system:: *FCO* I need you to coordinate venting some rust we can catch with our shields when we go outside, Joe. We don't have much time left... your shuttle will have to leave the last.
CTO_Gore says:
::In the torpedo bay working on his third modified torpedo, this one being a standard warhead::
CNS_Sodak says:
::On bridge pacing like a wild animal::
MO_Anya says:
::runs hand through hair while casualties flowing into sickbay::
EO_Thompson says:
::walks to the shields fix consoles tries to fix them::
CEO_Alarra says:
::frantically running around engineering shouting orders and scanning consoles::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Artemis still has most critical systems offline
SO_Donova says:
::down in the science lab::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Looks around and points::: Ens: You!  Ensign, get down to Engineering and get me a report!
CEO_Alarra says:
Faulkner: Get team 2 and take them to assist team 1 at the hull breach on decks 4 and 5.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : On ME, Damage control teams start coming in with their reports
Host CO_Bryant says:
All: Someone wanna figure out just what happened and how long its going to take to fix?  If all else fails someone go to my ready room and look out the window!
CEO_Alarra says:
Anderson: Go to all the off duty engineers' quarters and give them an early wake up call.
Host AGMSergio says:
<Anderson> :: Aye ma'am..
CNS_Sodak says:
CO: It looks like we'll have to get out and push
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The fire that started near the explosion is extinguished..
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Sir, I'm afraid that if we don't get the shields back up, and some rust vapor around the ship, your ready room window may not be there for very long.
CEO_Alarra says:
::piles PADDs on her arm as the reports start flooding in::
FCO_Joe says:
::waits in the shuttle::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Takes a glance at them then starts handing them off one by one to engineers::
SO_Donova says:
Tech: I'm going to the bridge see what you can do here
MO_Anya says:
::sends Nurse Walter to set up triage in one of the shuttle bays::
XO_Senn says:
*FCO* Joe? ::wonders if the shuttle's comms are working, and feels the second ticking by::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::working really hard at relinking the COMM system:: CSO: Mr. MacMer, I need your help...
CTO_Gore says:
::An ensign startles Gore as he walks up to report for duty::
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: #2 get someone down to main engineering and tell the chief to get the shields back up, if she has to shut down life support to everything but decks one and two and put all personell there and in engineering and repair teams in space suits
SO_Donova says:
::heads for TL::
FCO_Joe says:
*XO*: The rust is being vented
CTO_Gore says:
Ensign Lee, you late.  I asked you to come down and help me out over 30 minutes ago...
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : As the rust vents, a clear pathway is pen for the shuttles to exit Shuttle Bay
CEO_Alarra says:
::reaches hand up to COMM badge, then remembers they don't work.::
EO_Thompson says:
ens: tell the bridge shields are coming on line
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::Looking around bridge for a likely person to use as a runner.::
MO_Anya says:
::looks up as Dr. Gorman comes in and turns things over to him for the moment.  Gathers a kit and heads to the bridge::
FCO_Joe says:
::brings aft thrusters online
XO_Senn says:
*FCO* Getting out ::orders the pilot to launch::
Host AGMSergio says:
<Lee> CTO : Sorry sir... Things are somewhat hectic.. Got a beam blocking my way on deck 5
CNS_Sodak says:
CO: Sir, The medical staff may need assistance with any casualties they have
CSO_MacMer says:
::Spotting an ensign with nothing better to do but hold on to a tea tray, I send her to engineering with the message::
FCO_Joe says:
::launches the shuttle::
Host CO_Bryant says:
CNS: that would be you Sodak, give them all the help that they need.
Host AGMSergio says:
<ensign> ::moves quickly to the nearby TL::
CTO_Gore says:
Lee: Very well.  I need you to get up to the bridge and inform the captain that i have 2 rust torpedoes, and 1 standard torpedo configured to run off the shuttles targeting telemetry.
XO_Senn says:
@::as the shuttle leaves the Artemis, she brings shields online, seeing how well the pilot flew through the rust... she hopes they caught enough::
EO_Thompson says:
ens: tell engineering no shields
CEO_Alarra says:
::Off duty engineers start falling into engineering. A'Larra hands out the PADDs as they come in::
MO_Anya says:
::comes to a closed turbolift and frowns::  Figures...  ::heads for a jefferies tube and begins the climb to the bridge::
EO_Thompson says:
<ens> EO:yes sir.
CNS_Sodak says:
CO: Aye sir. ::Whispers:: Besides it'll get my mind off the bloody Romulans
FCO_Joe says:
@::exits the shuttle bay and brings the shields up::
CEO_Alarra says:
ME: Form yourselves into teams and get this covered.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Small portions of the cloud go to the Three shuttles::
SO_Donova says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The EO's move, each to their assigned damage control::
FCO_Joe says:
@*XO*COMM: Commander, can you read me?
Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> : warrrr.......... Integrrrrrr... 5.....
CTO_Gore says:
::Watches Lee turn to go:: LEE: And Lee, report back to me with any further orders from the bridge...
CNS_Sodak says:
::Enters TL::
XO_Senn says:
@*FCO, Shuttle #3* We need to position ourselves at a safe distance... Joe, I hear you... you'll detonate the torpedo when it gets at the stipulated distance from Artemis.
Host AGMSergio says:
<Lee> CTO : Aye sir..
CEO_Alarra says:
::points to three random engineers who weren't fast enough to get on a task:: People: You three, with me. We've got the internal COMM system.
EO_Thompson says:
ens: tell CEO alarra no shields possible
Host AGMSergio says:
<Shuttle Three> *XO* : Ma'am.. I'm having problems.. I can't shake the cloud..
EO_Thompson says:
<ens>eo: yes sir
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: I think I might have found a backup way to restore COMM. Could I attempt a bypass of part of the Computer Core power and set up a relay system through it's first systems? Sir.
CEO_Alarra says:
::Takes team to back of engineering::
CTO_Gore says:
::Closes the panel on the third torpedo.  Stands up and walks over to the blank controls at the end of the runway above the closed torp tube hatch::
EO_Thompson says:
<ens>Ceo: no shields possible
CEO_Alarra says:
::Notices people on the bridge worrying about the COMM system:: Self: Good, at least their doing something for themselves.
CEO_Alarra says:
::Gives the ens a death glare:: Ens: What??!!??
Host CO_Bryant says:
OPS: make it so Ensign
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : News of the bridge reaches the CEO, along with the orders of bringing portable emitters to the bridge..
CTO_Gore says:
Self: Alright...now the manual launch should be right here ::Rips a panel off::
XO_Senn says:
@::mutters under her breath:: *Shuttle Three* How much rust could you get? ::tries to scan the shuttle::
EO_Thompson says:
<ens>ceo: the shields are not coming on line and we tried everything
FCO_Joe says:
@::tries to extend some of the shuttle's integrity around the weakest part of the Artemis::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Exits TL and uses medical tricorder::
SO_Donova says:
::arrives on bridge::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: Aye Sir... ::walks of to the TL:: TL: Deck 3.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : A lot of officers are lying dead or wounded in Sickbay
XO_Senn says:
@*Shuttle Three* Do you copy?
Host CO_Bryant says:
OPS: Hewitt, suit up first
CEO_Alarra says:
ENS: Not good enough, the Captain wants the shields now. I'm coming up there. Stay with this team. Be prepared to shut down life support and evacuate decks.
CTO_Gore says:
::Finds a big red lever marked "Do not pull":: This looks like the right one... ::Deciding to get the torpedoes as ready as possible incase they were needed in a hurry::
EO_Thompson says:
Team 4:back to engineering :walks to engineering::
Host AGMSergio says:
<Shuttle Three> * XO* : Not enough.. It seems.. ::with a scared voice::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The Clouds loose interest in the two shuttles but the third..
CEO_Alarra says:
::Rushes out of ME and catches the EO:: EO & team: No way, turn around, we need shields.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::overhears the CO while the door closes ...nodding at the last second::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Enters Sickbay::
EO_Thompson says:
::sees CEO we tried everything it isn't working::
SO_Donova says:
CSO: Sir, where do you need me
XO_Senn says:
@*FCO* We're having problems with Shuttle Three, Joe... Detonate the torpedo when it comes out.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Internal communications are re-established...
CEO_Alarra says:
EO: Unacceptable.
CNS_Sodak says:
::To self:: Looks like the doctors have their hands full
FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: Yes ma'am
Host AGMSergio says:
@<Shuttle Three> COM: XO: I.. Don't think I can... ARRGHHH..
EO_Thompson says:
Ceo: what do you want me to try?
CEO_Alarra says:
::ensign running up to the CEO:: <ens> CEO: Internal COMMs have been reestablished.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The shuttle explodes from a hull breach..
XO_Senn says:
@Pilot: Get us to Shuttle 3 and extend our shields to them.
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CEO* good job on the communications, now get me some shields chief, I don't want the Artemis  back in the body and fender shop
CEO_Alarra says:
Self: Thank God!
FCO_Joe says:
@::gets into position::
CEO_Alarra says:
*CO*: Thank you sir. We're working on shields now....and we're preparing to shut life support off on the lower decks.
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: We have some portable comm units around, try weapon storage, there may even be a couple in the Science Lab.  Get them, get one here and distribute the rest of them.  CEO would be first in line after bridge.
CTO_Gore says:
::Opens the torpedo tube hatch, then goes behind the first rust torpedo and pushes into the tube, sealing the hatch shut behind it::
FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: Commander, should I ask what just happened?
CEO_Alarra says:
::Turns EO around and motions for the team to follow her as she sprints down the hall::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Tries to help in any way possible with the injured::
XO_Senn says:
@::stays motionless for a second, then turns coldly to the Pilot as there are obviously no survivors:: Pilot: Resume our former position... prepare our tractor beam emitters to contain the rust around the Artemis.
EO_Thompson says:
::follows the ceo::
SO_Donova says:
CSO: Yes sir
CEO_Alarra says:
::enters TL::
SO_Donova says:
::runs back to the science lab::
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: We lost Shuttle 3, Joe ::flatly:: Now I do wonder where are those rust torpedoes before we see the Artemis go the same path...
FCO_Joe says:
@::stands by for the torpedo::
CSO_MacMer says:
:Looks over at CO::  CO: The SO is pretty quick, with luck we'll get some connectivity here soon.
CEO_Alarra says:
TL: Bridge
CTO_Gore says:
::Walks up to the big red lever marked "Do not pull"::  I hope the shuttles are able to control the torpedo when the telemetry hooks up... here we go ::Pulls the lever, feels a jolt as the rust torpedo is launched::
XO_Senn says:
@::Nayla's pilot nods at her, showing some concern about their safety but anyway efficiently does his job::
FCO_Joe says:
@::detects a torpedo launch::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The torpedo launches.. But doesn't explode, since there was no timer attached to it
FCO_Joe says:
@::tries to detonate the torpedo::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Consoles injured ensign:::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The shuttles pick up the undetonated torpedo, which lies just next to the Artemis
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: ::checks scanners:: You have it, Joe. Have your tractor beams ready after detonation... ::nods to the pilot of her shuttle::
CEO_Alarra says:
::reads a few of the PADDs that somehow found their way into her hands::
SO_Donova says:
::arrives in science lab::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::arrives at the CC well suited...and notices that part communications have been re-established.. somehow...:: Self: Hmmm...probably the CEO found a temporary way to link...now let's get that Computer up..
FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: Yes ma'am
CEO_Alarra says:
*ME*: Top priorities: Weapons and structural integrity. And life support while you're at it.
CTO_Gore says:
::Moves behind the second rust torpedo and pushes into the torpedo tube, sealing the hatch after::
XO_Senn says:
@::waits... seconds tick by slooooowly::
CEO_Alarra says:
::TL opens onto the bridge and A'Larra takes out a tricorder and starts walking around the walls, scanning::
SO_Donova says:
Tech Johnson: have you seen any portable comm units?
CSO_MacMer says:
::Looking around bridge for another possible runner, just incase....::
FCO_Joe says:
@::detecting another torpedo launching::
EO_Thompson says:
ceo: where is the possible glitch
XO_Senn says:
@::she is ready to activate the tractor beam after FCO detonates the shuttle::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::tries to replace a few relays.. that were severely damaged....and reinitializes the systems::
CTO_Gore says:
::Pulls the red lever again, launching a second rust torpedo::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Work on the Computer core goes fast.. Critical systems now at 50%
CEO_Alarra says:
EO: I'm not sure...it would be small...probably only one or two emitters, but they are damaged in such a way that disrupts the entire field.
FCO_Joe says:
@::fires at the torpedo::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Attempts to clean up some blood::
Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> : Warning... Integrity... down... 10 %
SO_Donova says:
Self:Ay, here they are!
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : On Sickbay, the Medics don't stop.. Too many injured still coming in..
CEO_Alarra says:
<Ens>CEO: The computer core is getting worse.
EO_Thompson says:
ceo: my scanners read the problem
XO_Senn says:
@::computer shows another torpedo launched, as Joe fires against the first one::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Turning to the computer voice, and heading over to the console...::
EO_Thompson says:
ceo: it is in your console
FCO_Joe says:
@::stands by on tractor beam::
CEO_Alarra says:
*Ens*: Then get a team on it...here, I'll send one down to you.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Torpedoes detonate..
Host CO_Bryant says:
ALL: someone wanna turn that thing off?  I don't need the one thing that works on the ship to tell me that we're in serious trouble.
CEO_Alarra says:
EO + Team: Go to ME and take control of repairs on the computer core.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Attempting to do a line check using the console apparently still hooked to the computer::
CEO_Alarra says:
EO: Acknowledged, ensign. I can take it from here.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The cloud disperses once again.... Clearing the Artemis..
CNS_Sodak says:
By the sands of Vulcan, I've got enough casualties on my hands
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Aye sir.  I'm trying to use it to reestablish a link from the bridge to the main computer.
SO_Donova says:
::runs back to the bridge::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
*CO*: Captain, Tom here...I've put part of the Computer back on line...but it's gonna take a few more minutes to restore it completely...Hewitt out.
XO_Senn says:
@::targets the second one and fires phasers against it:: COM: FCO: Let's keep that rust around the ship ::starts tractor beam to contain the rust around the Artemis::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Turns off the audio at the console::
CTO_Gore says:
::Looks around as some of the controls in the torpedo bay come back to life, but are still flickering::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Walks over to console and runs tricorder over it::
EO_Thompson says:
::rushes back to engineering and takes over the repairs::
CEO_Alarra says:
::looks at the readouts then slaps her forehead::
FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: Yes ma'am. Sorry about not firing earlier but my targeting scanner wasn't working
CTO_Gore says:
::Goes over to a third rust torpedo, and removes the panel beginning external telemetry modifications::
FCO_Joe says:
@::activates tractor beam::
CEO_Alarra says:
::throws herself down in her chair and starts frantically addressing the problem::
CEO_Alarra says:
::starts to reconfigure the emitters::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::keeps finding a few problems...attempts to replace with make do parts....hmmm now I know why Violet was acting weird lately::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Rust is contained around the Artemis.. The cloud moves off, in the direction the Romulan Ship disappeared to
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: Try to do a quick diagnostic of your systems... we lost one shuttle today, and I don't want to lose you too. Please make sure you're safe.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
Computer; Run self diagnostics.
SO_Donova says:
CSO: here they are sir, but I believe internal comm. will be back up before I get them handed out
CTO_Gore says:
::wonders how many more torpedoes he's going to have to launch::
EO_Thompson says:
*CEO* computer core at 60%
FCO_Joe says:
@::smiles at the XO's remark:: COM: XO: Yes Commander
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: Thanks, take one to the CEO anyway, just incase there is a relapse in the systems...
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : EO's console was malfunctioning
SO_Donova says:
CSO: aye sir
XO_Senn says:
@::nods to herself, and then closes her eyes for a second... she missed something along the line... then shakes her head and realizes it's not the right time for that line of thinking::
FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: Computer, do a diagnostic on all shuttle's systems::
SO_Donova says:
::Runs down to ENG.::
Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> FCO: Targeting system damaged, all other systems ready..
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Sensors are still offline
XO_Senn says:
@Pilot: Maintain our position and start hailing the Artemis, Chief. Keep doing it at regular intervals until new orders.
CEO_Alarra says:
::slams down her hand on the side of the console then goes back to work::
CTO_Gore says:
::Continues modifying a third torpedo::
FCO_Joe says:
@::deposits some rust::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Sees a light blinking on corner of console::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Turns attention to lower decks and the power problem::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Slams down hand on side of console again::
CEO_Alarra says:
*EO*: Progress?
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Computer core up to 65% capacity.. All critical systems are now online (SRS, internal Comms, Shields, targeting, Life Support)
FCO_Joe says:
@::looks for an engineer kit::
CTO_Gore says:
::The console behind him becomes partially functional, he stands from his work, and moves over to it::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Wondering if SO made it to engineering yet..... then noticing I'm getting some data from the computer...:: CO: Sir, the computers are coming back up.
FCO_Joe says:
@::finds one and starts working on the targeting system::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Phasers still out, LRS out
CTO_Gore says:
::Taps into the external visuals, and sees the cloud is gone and a rust field is around the ship::
SO_Donova says:
::arrives in ENG.::
XO_Senn says:
@::sighs as the Artemis doesn't answer to hails.... her fingers move swiftly over the console checking there's not a spot around the Artemis without rust::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Jumps up when she sees that critical systems were back up::
CEO_Alarra says:
::rushes to TL::
CEO_Alarra says:
TL: ME
CSO_MacMer says:
::Noting that the comms are shown back up:  *CEO*: Comm check.   Do you read me?
FCO_Joe says:
@::finishes on the system:: Computer: Computer, run diagnostic on targeting system
SO_Donova says:
::looks for the CEO::
CEO_Alarra says:
::steps out into ME:: EO: report.
CEO_Alarra says:
*CSO*: I read, good job.
Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> FCO: Working.....
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::heads back to the bridge:: Self: Well the Computer Core should pick up after the little program i've introduced.
CTO_Gore says:
::discovers from the readout, that internal comms are back online:: *CO* Gore to Captain Bryant.
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Sir, we have comm systems at least partially restored.  We're back in contact with engineering.  Orders?
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CTO* Go ahead.
CEO_Alarra says:
::shouting a little louder:: EO: report.
CTO_Gore says:
*CO* Captain, I've launched two rust torpedoes and the shuttles have successfully detonated them, I've tapped into external monitors and the cloud appears to be gone.
FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: You still out there?
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: Propulsion shields and weapons, and get the shuttles back aboard somehow as soon as we can maintain the rust cloud ourselves.
EO_Thompson says:
*CEO* core at 65% and getting better
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::exits TL for bridge::
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Aye Sir.
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: As far as I know ::smiles sadly to herself:: What's your status?
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CTO* Ok Gore do what you can to restore control of the weapons systems.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: May I have a word with you captain?
CEO_Alarra says:
EO: Good, stay on it.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::walking towards the CO::
Host CO_Bryant says:
OPS: yes?
CSO_MacMer says:
*CEO*: CO says to keep on the propulsion, shields, and weapons.  We're still worrying about that Romulan.
CTO_Gore says:
*CO* aye sir
CEO_Alarra says:
*CSO*: Understood, thanks.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: The computer is back on line but one little thing. It will only respond to Violet...
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: I had to implement a sub-routine...
Host CO_Bryant says:
OPS: get it fixed Ensign
FCO_Joe says:
@::looks at the diagnostic report:: COM: XO: Some of my power couplings are down
CTO_Gore says:
::Walks back over to the access tubes, and makes his way to weapons control::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: It is fixed...just has a new name...::smiles::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Patching through the external comm system, attempting to contact the shuttles::
SO_Donova says:
CEO: I see we have comm. back ,but here is a portable comm. to the bridge just in case we lose it again
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Looks at the Ensign::: OPS: did I ask you to start modifying my ship?
CEO_Alarra says:
*All engineering personnel*: Alpha and Beta teams, you have weapons and shields. I'll take Gamma team with propulsion.
Host CO_Bryant says:
OPS: I said fix it!
CEO_Alarra says:
SO: Thanks, this could be helpful ::smiles::
FCO_Joe says:
@::hopes that the COMM doesn't go down::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: Sorry Sir...but you wanted the Core back online...well I did that...you want me to take it apart again?
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: If they were to reach critical status let me know immediately. For the time being we're staying where we are... we still have no way to communicate with the Artemis, unless we tried Morse with lights....
SO_Donova says:
::Returns the smile and turns to go::
CSO_MacMer says:
COM: ALL: Artemis to any Artemis shuttle, come in.  Over...
CEO_Alarra says:
*All Engineers*: Thompson, you stay with your people on the computer core. The last two teams have the structural integrity and life support.
CTO_Gore says:
::Arrives at weapon control, and scares an ensign as he pops out into the room from a vent::
SO_Donova says:
::runs back to the bridge::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::gets really peeved at the CO:: CO: With all do respect...you can fix it yourself.. Sir... ::walks back to his station::
Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> CO: Captain... Sir... I can handle the ship... ::with a strange voice::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Sets various broken bones::
CTO_Gore says:
Ens: Umm... ::chokes back on laughter:: sorry.  Let's get these puppies working again shall we?  ::Moves over to the main console and starts tapping away::
CEO_Alarra says:
*EO*: Move your team to propulsion.
CSO_MacMer says:
*CEO*: Are we likely to get external comms anytime soon?  I need to get in contact with the shuttles.
CEO_Alarra says:
*CSO*: Should be coming up in a minute.
CSO_MacMer says:
*CEO*: Thanks, I know they weren't on you priority list!
CEO_Alarra says:
*Gamma Team*: Report to ME on the double.
FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: Are any more systems malfunctioning?
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::keeps mumbling about things...::
EO_Thompson says:
team 4:come to propulsion with me
CEO_Alarra says:
<Gamma team leader> *CEO*: Aye sir
SO_Donova says:
::returns to bridge half out of breath:: CSO: The CEO got the comm unit as order if we lose internal comm again at least  you can call her
CTO_Gore says:
::Goes over how much of the damage has been repaired with the ensign, the controls suddenly start to flicker again.  Gore crawls underneath the panel and starts working on it::
Host AGMSergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Fiendish cloud part 2>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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